Book Challenges and Exposes Darwinism’s Inability to Explain the Origin of Sex

F. LaGard Smith releases ‘Darwin’s Secret Sex Problem: Exposing Evolution’s Fatal Flow—The Origin of Sex’

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. (PRWEB) January 23, 2019 -- F. LaGard Smith has a passion for critical thinking and is known for asking the hard questions others are often reluctant to ask, especially regarding life's most important issues. Desiring to put forward a science-based argument against evolution that does not depend on biblical assumptions, Smith has written “Darwin’s Secret Sex Problem: Exposing Evolution’s Fatal Flaw—The Origin of Sex” (published by WestBow Press). For more details about the book, please visit https://www.amazon.com/Darwins-Secret-Sex-Problem-Flaw/dp/1973617064.

The book challenges and exposes evolution's inability to explain the origin of sex, or to provide the first male/female pair of each sexually unique species. Here, Smith wishes to prove to even the most skeptical readers that the very nature of sexual reproduction, both in its origin and in its putative role in common descent, forces the logical conclusion that evolutionary sex could not possibly have occurred by natural selection, thereby undermining Darwin’s Grand Theory.

“The question of origins is at the top of the philosophical waterfall from which all other issues -- scientific, political, religious, social and moral flow. In this book, I want to point out that there is a valid, scientific reason to reject the Grand Theory of evolution,” Smith says.

“Darwin’s Secret Sex Problem: Exposing Evolution’s Fatal Flaw—The Origin of Sex” provides a fresh, powerful scientific and logical argument accessible to lay readers and specialists alike. “My fervent hope is that one day the scientific community will have the courage to repudiate the popular notion of microbe-to-man evolution as grossly-oversold, flawed science. Perhaps then, it might finally be possible to seriously address evolution’s ruinous philosophical assumptions that have led us blindly down a wrong path,” Smith concludes.

“Darwin’s Secret Sex Problem: Exposing Evolution’s Fatal Flaw—The Origin of Sex”
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